
Customer Overview:

As Australia’s most renowned and highly 

recognized theatre company, Bell Shakespeare 

specializes in the creative and artistic 

representation of the art- works of William 

Shakespeare, including contemporaries and 

other classics, for individuals of all age groups. 

Dynamics Square

Originally founded as a theatre company in the year 1990, Bell Shakespeare 
engaged in producing the plays and other classic artworks of William Shakespeare, 
promoting those in contemporary styles, and presenting them artistically for modern 
Australian audiences of every age group. 

After performing successfully for the last three decades, Bell Shakespeare presently 
offers various theatrical, educational, and community development programs across 
Australia.

Established by the visionary founder John Bell and later supported by an enlightened 
philanthropist, the late Tony Gilbert AM, along with a team of creative contributors, 
including Peter Evans (Artistic Director) and Gill Perkins (Executive Director), Bell 
Shakespeare has gradually evolved as Australia’s prominent corporation.

Country / Region: Australia

Industry: Theatre

Impressive Outcome:

• Eliminated redundant tasks through

   integrated smart tools

• Ensured effortless management of the 

   rising count of business transactions

• Assured fast and precise data processing 

• Reduced system and maintenance costs

• Seamless integrations with the existing 

   technology environment
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Bell Shakespeare implements Microsoft Dynamics 365 
Business Central for assuring efficient control over 
business finances, and effective time management 
bypassing operational redundancies.

Business Situation:

Bell Shakespeare was using an outdated version 

of Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2009 with an 

obsolete Classic Client environment. To fast 

pace its business expansion plans, Bell 

Shakespeare needed a future proof system to 

upgrade its existing technology platform.

Solution Provided:

Team Dynamics Square suggested Bell 

Shakespeare for implementing D365 Business 

Central, thus to leverage the advantages of smart 

ERP system and modern technology features for 

its business growth aspirations.

   Overhauling of Bell Shakespeare’s existing technology environment, with 
advanced yet user-friendly features of Dynamics 365 Business Central, 
proved to be the right step for well managing our critical resources by 
evading all irrelevant and redundant tasks.

Mr. Pradhan Dayaram – Finance Manager, Bell Shakespeare

“

”



THE SITUATION

Bell Shakespeare was managing its business functionalities using 

an outdated version of Microsoft NAV that was no longer getting 

any support from Microsoft. It, therefore, was getting alarming for 

the Company to deal with the fast- growing transaction volume.

Moreover, Bell Shakespeare was planning to replace its obsolete 

technology systems with an ultra- connected software solution for 

identifying and eliminating the functional redundancies and efficiently 

performing operational activities, thus ensuring business expansion. 

Mr. Pradhan Dayaram, Finance Manager – Bell Shakespeare, 

mentioned, “The existing system at Bell Shakespeare was an outdated 

technology environment that could potentially be a future challenge 

for seamlessly generating critical business reports and smoothly 

managing relevant operational tasks. We, therefore, needed an 

advanced and scalable software solution to support our passionate 

growth strategies.”

THE SITUATION

Bell Shakespeare was aggressively searching to implement a 

future- proof technology solution integrated with advanced 

features and user- friendly tools that are capable of delivering the 

industry’s best practices and approaches through innovative 

channels. 

After exhaustive software evaluations and discussions with numerous 

technology vendors, Bell Shakespeare selected team Dynamics 

Square as its solution provider and technology consultant.  

THE SOLUTION

A team of seasoned software specialists at Dynamics Square first 

gained a precise and thorough understanding of Bell Shakespeare’s 

business functionalities. In the next phase, team Dynamics Square 

suggested Bell Shakespeare to upgrade its obsolete Microsoft NAV 

2009 to Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central. 

The primary reason for deploying Dynamics 365 Business Central 

was Bell Shakespeare’s familiarity with the existing Microsoft 

NAV environment. Team Dynamics Square, however, also 

considered Microsoft’s dependability as an authentic brand along 

with the scalability, flexibility, low cost, and various other 

supportive features in- built with D365 Business Central.

THE OUTCOME

Pocket Friendly Technology Environment

Budgeted hardware / software costs and lower recurring 

maintenance and resources (technology / workforce) spending 

ensured maximum savings, thus reducing the burden on Bell 

Shakespeare’s finances.

Future Ready Solution

To stay equipped for future advancements, Bell Shakespeare 

strategized to host its on-premise technology environment on to 

cloud through D365 Business Central. 

Quicker and Precise Processing of Business- Critical Information  

Integrated system templates and user- friendly key- master designing 

capabilities of D365 Business Central enabled Bell Shakespeare's 

system administrators to discard the usage of irrelevant fields and 

eliminate undesired errors. 

No Silos

Dynamics 365 Business Central comprises of various smartly 

connected business applications that empowered team Bell 

Shakespeare to reduce data silos and seamless sharing of updated 

information while ensuring more efficient and smarter operational 

capabilities.

Scalable Solution for Business Expansion

Effortless integrations of Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central 

with Bell Shakespeare’s existing data management system delivered 

organization-wide operational flexibility that allowed the Company to 

accelerate its aspiring business growth strategies.  

Dynamics Square
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DYNAMICS SQUARE AS A PARTNER

For an efficient transitioning to a result- driven technology solution 

and attaining its business aspirations, team Bell Shakespeare 

collaborated with Dynamics Square that ensured a well- managed 

implementation of Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central for the 

Australian theatre company. 

Ms. Nirali Parekh, Finance Officer – Bell Shakespeare, stated, 

“Technology Experts at Dynamics Square not just exhibited a clear 

and precise understanding of our overall functional challenges and 

operational requirements, but also suggested the how(s) and why(s) of 

deploying D365 Business Central. The most delighting was that team 

Dynamics Square completed the whole assignment on time and that 

too without burdening our financial budgets.”

ABOUT DYNAMICS SQUARE 

Dynamics Square is a Gold Certified Microsoft Dynamics partner in 

Australia helping businesses to excel into the future by solving their 

mission critical concerns through customized enterprise solutions.

We are recognized as a leading Information Technology (IT) services 

provider and technology consultant delivering hyper- niche and 

future- ready solutions that ensure aspired business results.

Our team of proficient consultants and IT experts assist enterprises to 

streamline their critical business functionalities (finance, operations, 

customer service, and others) through Microsoft Business 

Management Solutions, including Dynamics 365, Dynamics NAV, 

Power BI, SharePoint, and many more.

We have a strong geographic presence across the major commercial 

cities in Australia, including Sydney, Melbourne, Perth, and Brisbane.

For more information about Dynamics Square go to 

https://www.dynamicssquare.com.au

SYDNEY
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